

























The Bc photoprodution at HERA has been onsidered in the frame work of the pQCD.









is about 5 pb. Higher exitations yield about 30% to the total ross setion. Thus for
integrated HERA luminosity 1 fb
−1
about 7 · 103 Bc mesons will be produed.
1 Calulation tehnique
The main features of the ep-prodution of Bcin the frame work of pQCD had been disussed
in our previous work[1℄. The dominant subproess γg → Bc +X is desribed by 24 Feynman
diagrams. We suppose that the amplitude of the prodution proess an be expressed through
the amplitude T of hard prodution of four heavy quarks bb¯cc¯ followed by the soft fusion of b¯
and c quarks into Bc meson due to the meson wave funtion Ψ:
Aγg→Bc+b+c¯ ∼
∫
Thardγg→bb¯cc¯(pi, ~q) · Ψ˜∗q(~q)d3q,
where pi are four momenta of Bc, b and c¯; ~q is the three momentum of b¯ quark in the Bc meson
rest frame.
One an neglet the ~q dependene in Thard
γg→bb¯cc¯
and get for S wave states prodution the
following equation:
Aγg→Bc+b+c¯ ∼ Ψ(0) · Thardγg→bb¯cc¯(pi, 0),
where Ψ(0) is the value of Bc wave funtion value at origin (oordinate spae).









If one need to get the yields of Bc and B
∗
c separately, the produt of spinors vb¯u¯c, orrespond-
ing to the b¯ and c quarks in the Thard
γg→bb¯cc¯
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1
where Γ = γ5 for s = 0, or Γ = εˆ∗(PBc , sz) for s = 1, where ε(PBc , sz) is the polarization vetor
for the spin-triplet state.

























The more detailed desription of the alulation tehnique one an nd in the papers [2℄,
where the gluoni and photoni Bc prodution ross setions had been alulated (see also [3℄).
To get the ross setion of Bc prodution in ep ollision one should overt the ross setion
of the subproess γg → Bc+X with the distribution funtion of gluon in the initial proton (we
use CTEQ6 parametrization of PDF [4℄) and Weizsäker-Williams photon funtion.
2 Results
The parameter values have been hosen as follows:
αs = 0.2,
mc = 1.5 GeV,
mb = 4.8 GeV
|Ψ(0)|2 = 0.116 GeV3.






c mesons is about 5 pb. Higher
exitations yield about 30% to the total ross setion. Thus for integrated HERA luminosity
1 fb
−1
about 7 · 103 Bc mesons will be produed. It is rather small amount of Bc to nd these
partiles at HERA, beause of small branhing ratios of Bc deay mode, whih are interesting
for the extration of Bc signal. Nevertheless, one an hope to nd these partiles at HERA
ollider.
3 Remarks
The most popular model of B meson prodution is the fragmentation one. In aordane to
this mehanism at large pT > p
f
T quark b quark is produed in the hard proess followed by
the soft proess of heavy quark fragmentation. For example: γg → bb¯ followed by b → B. The
meson prodution ross setion in the frame work of fragmentational model have a very simple
form:




Table 1: The branhing ratios of exlusive Bc deay modes [5℄.






















where z = 2EBc/
√
sγg.
But an we estimate the numerial value "large" pfT ?
For Bc prodution we an do it in the frame of model disussed in Chapter 1 and 2 of this
paper:
pfT ∼ 30 GeV ∼ 5MBc
At pT < 5MBc nonframentational terms (reombination terms) give the dominant ontribu-
tion into Bc prodution ross setion.
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Figure 4: The ross setion distribution on sˆγg for Bc photoprodution at HERA
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